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GUEST EDITORIAL
CHRISTIAN RESOURCES AND PASTORAL CARE
W. Curry Mavis
The stimulating and voluminous literature in the field of pastoral
care in the recent past has caused some Christian ministers to overly
emphasize psychological methodology to the neglect of the distinctively
Christian resources in their work of pastoral care. The recent break
through in pastoral care theory has obscured, in the minds of some
ministers, the fact that pastoral care at its best is a synthesis of psycho
logical methodology and historical Christian practice. When a parish
minister overemphasizes psychological methods to the neglect of the
rehgious resources, he really abandons the role of Christian pastor and
becomes a psychologist, and, in many cases, a Munior psychologist.
It is the purpose of this guest editorial to look again at the high
value of Christian resources in pastoral care in their  preventive,
2 supportive, and  therapeutic roles. Perhaps such a view may again
underscore the value of some of the historical practices.
We use the term pastoral care to suggest the religious ministry of
the Christian pastor that is designed to help maintain and foster the
spiritual, physical, and emotional health of persons. This broad ministry
includes numerous elements, but only the following will be noted here
Christian worship, Christian group fellowship, and pastoral calling and
counseling.
I
The pastor who is highly perceptive of spiritual and emotional
problems knows that the healthful Christian life is a good prevention
for excessive emotional tensions and stresses. Thus he seeks by many
means to lead people into a dynamic and healthful Christian experience,
and he helps them to use spiritual resources in maintaining a dynamic
"Professor of Pastoral Ministry, Asbury Theological Seminary.
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Christian life. The pastor knows that his most basic task, that of helping
people to be really Christian, has a positive relationship to emotional
health.
Christian conversion and divine cleansing have large positive
potentials for emotional health. In conversion, divine forgiveness nor
mally releases one from the burden of real guilt and from the inner
tensions caused by it. A sense of divine acceptance, in conversion, helps
one to accept oneself and to live confidently. The convert, through the
grace of Christ, finds a new inner dynamic that enables him to meet the
difficult problems of life. Spiritual cleansing, in the experience of entire
sanctification, has revolutionized many lives as it reduces the inner
tensions between Christian ideals and the unrenewed human nature.
The presence of the Holy Spirit in personal life has brought about a new
integration in numerous persons as impulses were purified and old
desires cleansed.
Pastors help their people to participate in the life of the church
knowing that such brings both spiritual and emotional health. The
corporate worship service contributes to emotional health by helping
many of the worshipers to sense that there is a loving Heavenly Father
who cares for His children, that there is purpose in life for every one,
and that one may anticipate the future in faith and confidence. Christian
fellowship provides a sense of personal acceptance and mutuaUty to one,
and it adds a zest to life. Christian service meets a deep human need in
helping one to feel that one is needed. The pastor's contacts with his
people in personal calling may be times when guidance is received and
when spiritual life is renewed.
II
The Christian church provides a supportive ministry to many
neurotically -inclined persons who cannot or who will not get help from
professional therapeutic sources. In the first place, there are not enough
professional therapists to meet the needs of all these people; moreover,
many of these persons, lacking insight into themselves, are disinclined
to seek the assistance of a psychiatrist or clinical psychologist. Their
best hope is to get what help they can from their cuur!.ii iii order to be
able to meet the problems of life.
Corporate worship is supporting to many neurotically-inclined
persons. The call to worship in a religious service is sometimes a call to
them to take their burdens to God. The singing of familiar hymns, often
rich in nostalgic elements, sometimes brings a breath of refreshment to
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their weary spirits. In the reading of the Scriptures they may hear God's
voice assuring them that He is able to care for them in their stressful
situations. A sermon on God's love for His children gives rise to
attitudes of hope and courage. The serenity of the whole worship
service, in a spiritual environment and in a climate that suggests security,
is conducive to personal insight and emotional renewal.
The neurotically-inclined person may derive considerable support
from participation in smaller church groups. The group's acceptance of
him may suggest God's acceptance of him, and thus he is helped to
accept himself. His participation in group activities may be relaxing and
creative to him. His contribution to a group, or his service to others
through a group, may increase his feeling that he is needed and it may
enhance his sense of self worth. Participation in interpersonal groups,
under a competent leader, may help him to gain personal insight.
The personal calls of the pastor, and of other Christians, have
often been supportive to neurotically-inclined persons. The pastor's
initiative, and the initiative of other Christians, in making personal calls
suggests to some persons the initiative of God in helping His children.
The pastor's empathic understanding of them suggests God's great
understanding of them. The pastor's faith in God to help people, ex
pressed prudently in conversation and in prayer, strengthens their own
trust in God.
The matter of carrying on a strong supportive emphasis is not
simple nor is it easy, particularly for an evangelically-concerned pastor
in the tradition of Christian holiness. Many evangelistically concerned
pastors have strong urges to be guilt-creating as they renounce sin in
society and in the lives of people. This often harms neurotically-inclined
persons, for they usually bear a heavy load of guilt often rooted in
scrupulosity and morbidity. The word that is meant to awaken the
morally or religiously careless person helps to destroy the guilt-burdened.
Moreover, some pastors in the tradition ofChristian holiness, or Christian
perfection, have created too many guilt feelings in their congregations
because they became impatient as they viewed the Christian possibili
ties for all Christians. Lacking the patience that Jesus had for His dis
ciples, they have urged that all of their people shape up immediately;
they have overemphasized instant maturity.
An overemphasis on the possibilities of immediate Christian
achievement may bring frustration even to mature Christians. A long
time and fervent Christian reported recently that as he left the sanctuary,
after having heard a sermon on the fruit of the Spirit, he felt guilty and
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weak. The sermon had so emphasized the ultimate in spiritual fruitage
that it had obscured completely a view of the gracious Christian
fruitage that the Holy Spirit had brought forth already in his life. In
many ways, that person was a weaker Christian when he left the house
of God than he was when he had entered.
Every pastor must work creatively in bringing about a personal
synthesis between creating guilt feelings and relieving them. The solution
of the problem starts with a clear conviction of the need for balance in
the synthesis and a clear perception of one's own preaching as it is. The
master guide in creating the synthesis is found in the sayings of Jesus.
Ill
Christian resources have therapeutic value for emotional ills, but
it takes well trained and experienced pastors to use them. Surely few
pastors will try to be therapists for psychotic persons. Ministers will
normally carry on a supportive ministry with such persons and that in
cooperation with professional therapists. In this type of ministry, even
with psychotics, the Christian resources often make a contribution to the
total therapy.
The Christian pastor must have certain basic inner Tualifications
to be able to use the Christian resources effectively, even with those
who have minor maladMustments. He must have a basic understanding of
human personaHty and its dynamics; he must understand the basic na
ture of the parishioner's maladMustment; and he must be able to have a
basically good prediction of the parishioner's readiness and ability to
respond to and to use the Christian resource.
Every thoughtful pastor knows that Christian resources may be
either helpful or harmful to emotionally frustrated persons. Prayer may
help one person and harm another. It is helpful to the person who can
pray trustfully; it is harmful to the person who prays with a sense of
magic. In the latter case, a person's unanswered prayers provide one
more bit of evidence that his situation is hopeless, for even God does
not care for him.
Persons who view prayer as a time of conversation with God, free
of magic, may find it to be a healing and a constructive experience. On
the one hand, they may actually trust God to answer their prayers by
removing some of the obstacles that hinder them. The Divine response
to their faith for these matters may bring about miraculous results that
lead to a solution of their problems. On the other hand, persons who
pray knowledgeably receive great personal values even if deep and Tuick
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changes in their situations do not come about. Viewing prayer as fellow
ship with God, they often experience a diminution of inward hostility
toward their environments as they sense the peace of God, and their
anxiety is lessened as they think of God's great power. They pome to
feel stronger because of a sense of the Divine presence ; they often come
to understand themselves better; and they come to see that God has
purposes for their lives. Moreover, in prayer, they freTuently receive
guidance that helps them to solve their problems. Many persons, trou
bled by both interior and environmental frustrations, have found prayer
to be therapeutic and constructive because they knew how to pray.
ARTICLES
COUNSELING FAMILIES IN CONFLICT
William Conrad Cessna
In recent years, shifting populations one-fifth of the population
moves annually, widespread use of non-prescription drugs, and changing
moral-ethical values have tended to weaken the family system in America.
Experimentation within marriage e.g., group marriage has further
eroded the traditional family structure. After examining extensive
research data on the family, Reiss concludes that radical changes have
already occurred and that moderate changes can be expected in the
future.A
The central goal of marriage and the family has shifted from the
carrying on of certain family traditions, including its religion, to the
fulfillment for each individual within the family context. Since ful
fillment can be attained in creative family relationships where an attempt
is made to meet the emotional needs of both parents and children,
mutuality, conformity, and stability are less highly valued than are
creativity and adaptability. Decisions must be made constantly, and the
ability to adapt to changing conditions is one criteria for successful
living.A Families which learn to meet changing conditions creatively
remain together; those which fail to develop creative patterns tend to
end prematurely. Divorce and remarriage is a phenomenon which pas
tors must face. Theologically, divorce and remarriage cannot be seen as
an ideal solution to marital and family discord. In practice, divorce
occurs more and more freTuently among conservative Christian families.A
The Judeo-Christian ethic calls for a strong family system where
parents and children interact in a warm, loving, and forgiving environ
ment. In this matrix of trust and love for each other, children can learn
Professor of Pastoral Counseling and Director of Counseling Services,
Asbury Theological Seminary; currently a post-doctoral fellow at the
Metropolitan Guidance Center, Southfield, Michigan.
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from infancy to face the expected developmental crises of childhood
and youth, and eventually become adults with healthy and developing
personalities. In a home environment conducive to growth, the son de
velops a strong male image by modeling after his father, while the
daughter develops a strong female identity by modeling after her mother.
Also, within the matrix of the home. Christian attitudes and values are
communicated, often non-verbally, and Christian patterns of behavior
are encouraged and practiced.
New ways to strengthen family life are being sought within the
framework of the Church. One such approach is family pastoral
counseling, the counseling of families together, as a unit.
Thrust of Famtty Counseling
The thrust of family counseling is to help the family deal with
conflict creatively. Conflict may grow out of the stresses inherent in
normal growth and development, and may be related to either individual
family members, or to the family as a unit. Conflict within the family
unit is discussed by Warkentin and WhitakerA who suggest that impasses
are to be expected as the marriage progresses over a period of time.
Examples of potentially devastating periods of conflict occur at the
birth of children and at the ten-year point when marriages tend either to
stagnate or to become human battlegrounds. Conflict of an intrapsychic
nature is also to be expected as a child matures, but the emotional tur
moil can cause the family to become dysfunctional.
In family counseling, confrontation can take place and growth is
fostered. As issues are faced openly and honestly, a mature autonomy
and self-rehance is nurtured. This is not conformity with Tuestions
being forbidden; it is, in its ultimate product, individualized decision
making for all family members, with older adolescents being granted
the freedom to make their own choices. As freedom grows out of open
dialogue, decisions tend to become mature and responsible. Creating an
atmosphere of safety and trust, where mature and responsible decision
making is possible, is a goal of family counseling.
A girl in her mid-teens turned to mariMuana and other drugs for
excitement and escape. Other children in the family sought different
ways to escape from what they thought were unbearable social restric
tions and demands. Both parents were conservative, devout Christians,
and tended to blame themselves for the unacceptable behavior of their
children. An honest facing of this kind of conflict by all family members,
opening blocked lines of communication, and talking about their own
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perception of what is happening in the family, can result in changing
destructive patterns to those which facilitate growth and personal
fulfillment for each family member.
The Identified Person
In many cases one child will be identified by the parents and
siblings as the person being responsible for the conflict, confusion,
and disorganization found in their family. The child may become the
scapegoat, the recipient of all the hostile emotions of other family
members. In some families, one child becomes the scapegoat because he
personifies the undesirable Tualities the parents have been unable to
deal with in their own lives. The transmission of pathogenic conflict
from person to person and from generation to generation can be clearly
seen. When the parents' dreams for their child fail to materialize, hos-
tiUty may be directed toward the scapegoat.
Early in the counseling relationship, the pastor helps the family
realize that their concern is with the dysfunctional family and not with
trying to place blame. The identified person may already be carrying a
heavy load of guilt for his behavior. By focusing on family functioning,
as opposed to placing blame, the identified person can begin to express
his emotions without fear of reprisal, either from the counselor or from
other family members.
The basis for this approach of not placing blame lies in the as
sumption that all behavior is meaningful, and that mal-adaptive behavior
has meaning for the person concerned. For example, the withdrawn
child may have an overbearing parent who demands perfection. The
child finds that it is less painful to withdraw from interaction with peo
ple than to receive the wrath of an angry parent when he performs below
the level expected by the parents. At the unconscious level, this behavior
is reasonable to the child. The child's behavior is seen by the counselor
as a product of faulty family relationships since the family functions as
a unit with interdependence on each other rather than independently of
each other.
Issues In Family Counseling
One of the first tasks of the counselor is to help the identified
person and the family move the focus of concern to the dysfunctional
family unit. Satir suggests that this can be done by accentuating the
idea of puzzlement, the fact that the parents are puzzled at what has
happened to their child when they have tried to be good parents. By
reducing the guilt of both the scapegoat and the parents, the counselor
then is free to look at the history of the family. While learning about the
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family, the counselor will introduce the ideas of pain, having fun, the
parents' aspirations, the different-ness of family members, and what they
hope to accomplish by coming together as a family.
The opening of blocked communication is seen as a primary con
cern of family counseling, although the content of communication is
important, as is how the members communicate with each other. In
faulty communication, hidden messages are conveyed and words have
contradictory meanings which must be challenged. Through the inter
vention of a counselor, feedback may be channeled to individuals,
enabling them to correct the perceptions of those receiving the original
communication. The counselor notes whose communication is most
often distorted. As communication becomes more open and less dis
torted, growth can occur and feelings of mutuality can be consohdated.
Since , the National Institute of Mental Health NIMH
has emphasized the treatment of families as a unit. One research pro
Mect at NIMH studied  pairs of parents in three categories those
having schizophrenic children, those having neurotic children, and
those having normal children. The researchers concluded that the most
disturbed families those having a schizophrenic child showed the most
difficulty in focusing attention in communication and in maintaining
meaningful communication.A Such research lends credence to the notion
that blocked communication is a maMor concern in family counseling.
Resistance to change, however, is to be expected since the family
will feel ill at ease in discussing intimate feelings with the counselor.
Unconscious resistance may reside in individual family members or in
the intra-familial dynamics. For instance, there may be resistance to
role clarification between the parents. Change will be possible when
there is adeTuate motivation to change, and when the family feels
safe, that is, when the alternative is more desirable than the present
behavior. As the family and counselor continue to interact honestly,
change will gradually occur, pain and discomfort will decrease, and
further growth will become possible. Growth is not possible without
pain. Recognition of blocked communication by family members and
the understanding of how they have impacted each other negatively is
painful. The pain, however, is the raw emotion out of which growth is
produced.
In the course of family counseling the need may develop for the
pastor to see only the husband and wife together or to see family
members individually. Within the context of family counseling, an
attempt is made to help each member find emotional satisfaction for
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all his valid needs which do not impinge on the rights of other family
members. Focus is primarily on the here and now problems of the
family unit, and of the individual members.
Since the level of interaction increases geometrically as the number
of individuals increases in counseling, a co-counselor is recommended for
family counseling. Two counselors, regardless of their sex, become
models of husband-wife interaction for the family in conflict. Reacting
honestly in the counseling relationship they may have disagreements,
but the working out of those issues with the family present can serve as
a practical model for the family. Whitaker's view is that the co-therapist
may be the therapist's wife and that she need not be skilled in psycho
therapy.A For the pastor, his wife may be the logical choice for co-
counselor.
Learning To Learn
Methodological approaches to family therapy vary among theorists.
One explicitly-described approach is that of Satir ;A her techniTue may
be adapted for a pastoral approach which focuses on helping those
families which are not extremely disorganized. Severely maladaptive
families may be referred to professional therapists when the presenting
problems are beyond the scope of the pastor's available time andor
training. A pastor who has had supervised training and experience in
individual and marriage counseling can be expected to be able to pro
ceed to family counseling. Supervision of family counseling is recom
mended; supervision can be provided by a Fellow in the American
Association of Pastoral Counselors'A br by other mental health pro
fessionals.
. Ira L. Reiss, The Family System In America New York Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, .
2. Alvin Toffler, Future Shock New York Random House, .
In a public address, Toffler stated that the paperback edition of
his book was printed in several colors, thus aiding and abetting
Future Shock
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. See the discussion of some of these issues in the chapter by
David R. Mace, Contemporary Issues In Marriage, Encounter
Love, Marriage, and Family, Ruth E. Albrecht and E. Wilbur
Bock, editors Boston Halbrook Press, 2.
. JohnWarkentin and Carl Whitaker, Serial Impasses in Marriage,
Family Structure, Dynamics and Therapy, Irvin M. Cohen, editor
Washington American Psychiatric Association, 66. See also,
The Secret Agenda of the Therapist Doing Couples Therapy,
Family Therapy and Disturbed Families, Gerald M. =uk and Ivan
Boszormenyi-Nagy, editors Palo Alto Science and Behavior
Books, 6.
. Nathan W. Ackerman, Treating the Troubled Family New York
Basic Books, 66, p. 2.
6. Virginia Satir, ConMoint Family Therapy Palo Alto Science and
Behavior Books, 6, p. .
. Margaret T. Singer and Lyman C. Wynne, Communication Styles
in Parents of Normals, Neurotics, and Schizophrenics, Family
Structure, Dynamics and Therapy, Irvin M. Cohen, editor Wash
ington American Psychiatric Association, 66.
. Carl Whitaker, cassette tapes, What's New in Husband-Wife
Counseling, produced by Human Development Institute, Atlanta.
 , Virginia Satir , op cit.
. For directory of members, write the Association at  West th
Street, New York, New York   .
CLINICAL PASTORAL EDUCATION
Ray N. Cooley, Jr.
My God is bigger now and my relationship to Him more vital,
making me more evangelistic . . . CPE certainly helped my self-under
standing and in so doing erJarged my concept of God. If no other
benefit is derived, I have found a better relationship with God. That in
itself thrills me. These comments come from Asbury graduates who
took a unit of Clinical Pastoral Education CPE while students at the
Seminary. They were among several who responded to a letter reTuest
ing an evaluation of their clinical experience while at Asbury, asking
that they describe in what way CPE has subseTuently been helpful to
them in their ministries.
It may seem surprising that some students can testify that they
grew in their understanding of God and developed a deeper relationship
with Him while training in a clinical setting. But in CPE students
grapple with issues of ministry that Tuite naturally focus on their own
identity as persons and ministers, and hence on their relationship to
God. Other areas of growth claimed by the men who responded to the
above-mentioned letter include self-understanding, self-acceptance, an
easier acceptance of others, a greater sensitivity and ability to respond
effectively to people's needs and problems, and development of a more
relevant pulpit ministry.
What Is CPE"
CPE's distinctive contribution to theological education is found
in its emphasis on the careful study of persons, living human docu
ments, under close supervision. This approach is designed to enhance a
minister's perception and understanding of others and to stimulate his
"Director ofParapsychiatric Services, Eastern State Hospital, Lexington,
Kentucky; Teaching Associate in Clinical Pastoral Education, Asbury
Theological Seminary.
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own spiritual maturation. There are at least three goals in a CPE pro
gram.  The minister is encouraged to carefully re-examine his pas
toral identity and to make an honest self-assessment of his personality
as well as his performance. 2 The development of knowledge, skills,
and techniTues for pastoral ministry is fostered, utilizing important
insights into human behavior being made available by the behavioral
scientists.  The minister is challenged to correlate his theological
perspective with his experiences of ministry in crisis situations, so that
he thinks theologically about his daily pastoral contacts.
Within the framework of the average CPE program are the follow
ing structures  clinical assignments, each student being assigned to a
hospital ward, prison section, or some defined area where he actually
functions as pastor or chaplain; 2 seminars related to the student's
daily experiences in the clinical setting, including presentation of case
reports;  housekeeping sessions where program details are worked
out;  regularly scheduled supervisory conferences;  interpersonal
group meetings in which the goals are usually the development of per
sonal insight and an experience of Christian community among the
students and the supervisor. Strong emphasis is placed on peer group
interaction and the development and pursuit of definite, specific learn
ing goals by each student. Often students participate in planning
seminars and take responsibility for material they wish to discuss with
the supervisor in supervisory sessions. CPE supervisors insist that the
student take initiative and responsibility for his own learning.
The setting in which this form of pastoral education has been
developed has generally been health and welfare institutions, such as
hospitals and prisons, where one meets a concentration of persons in
crisis experience, and has opportunity for observation of and contacts
with specialists in other helping professions. Several programs are being
developed in parish settings since most students taking CPE are com
mitted to the parish ministry. Whatever the setting, CPE is designed to
foster more sensitive, responsible pastors whether their ultimate mission
be the local parish, mihtary chaplaincy, or foreign mission field.
In 6 the Association for Clinical Pastoral Education ACPE
was organized, growing out of several denominational and interdenomi
national organizations, to set standards and to certify supervisors for
CPE on a national scale. The standards that have been developed are
high yet minimal, leaving room for considerable flexibility and creativity
on the part of CPE supervisors. CPE has been defined by the ACPE in
terms of units of training. A unit of CPE is at least four hundred hours
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in an accredited program. This may be in a full-time program over a
spread of ten to twelve weeks, in an extended program of sixteen hours
per week for thirty weeks, or in any of a variety of other schedules. The
fall and spring programs conducted at Eastern State Hospital, Lexington,
Kentucky, for Asbury Theological Seminary are on a thirty hour per
week for fourteen weeks basis, to integrate the program into the semi
nary calendar and to provide students with an opportunity to take other
seminary courses simultaneously.
CPE's Thrust Toward Self-Understanding
Anyone who is genuinely committed to respond to the needs of
persons, as is the competent pastor, should continually seek growth in
self-understanding. CPE provides an excellent arena for increased self-
awareness. So much of ourselves᪽our traits and our motives᪽is not
readily available to our conscious experience, but is what is often called
pre-conscious, or Must below the surface of our awareness. To make the
pre-conscious conscious takes help, help from colleagues who are
willing to be honest with us, help from persons trained in personaHty
and interpersonal dynamics. This kind of help is available in CPE. In
addition, there is the assistance in self-understanding given by those
whom the minister seeks to serve. In the usual CPE setting, where there
is a concentration of persons in crisis, the patient or iimiate is very likely
to feed back honest appraisals of the minister. People in crisis are less
likely to hide behind their usual masks, and their conseTuent openness
is an asset to the minister searching for growth in self-understanding.
The IPR interpersonal group is especially designed to encourage
the minister's self-awareness. In the IPR, the members, both students
and supervisior and, at times, members of other disciplines, covenant
together to develop a community of trust, where each member feels
reasonably comfortable to be open about himself, about his negatives as
well as his assets. The recognized leader of this community is the Christ,
who is always leading us from personal darkness into light. IPR should
provide opportunity for ventilation of feelings toward one another, and
for genuine expressions of warmth for each other. Feedback from peers
helps one to look at himself more honestly, to become aware of facets of
his personality that he has previously hidden from himself. This is done
in a context of mutual acceptance, so that members become progressive
ly open and self-aware as they realize their acceptance relieves the
necessity to deny more uncomfortable dimensions to their lives.
As a result of IPR and other CPE experiences, members grow in
humility as they are able to see more clearly their personal limitations;
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they also develop a greater sense of dignity as God's children when
they discover gifts and talents that He has given. As they experience
more acceptance, they also grow in the experience of God's grace, a
profound experience for some students who have been masters at self-
criticism but short on self-acceptance. In the long run, self-understanding
and self-acceptance go hand-in-hand. It is a religious experience where
God in Christ is acknowledged as the One who understands and accepts
us totally.
CPE As Continued Education
CPE serves as a continued education experience for many pastors
who have had years of parish ministry. It is a useful experience, since
the more mature pastor already brings a body of raw data and conclusions
from his own pastoral experience and can use CPE as an opportunity
to re-evaluate his pastoral ministry in the light of his parish work. New
insights, self-awareness, and techniTues gained from CPE can make his
future ministry more rewarding and effective.
The ACPE annually publishes a listing of all accredited programs
offered in the United States, as well as those offered in Canada under
the standards of the Canadian Council for Supervised Pastoral Education,
A copy of this directory can be obtained from any local center with a
CPE program, or by writing
Association for Clinical Pastoral Education, Inc.
Interchurch Center, Suite 
 Riverside Drive
New York, New York 2
Persons unable to get involved in a CPE course may well benefit
from the Mournal sponsored by the ACPE, The Journal ofPastoral Care.
More information is available through the ACPE's New York Office.
CPE's distinct contribution to theological education lies in its
emphasis on supervised learning from living human documents. It en
ables the pastor to become a more effective vehicle to be used by the
Holy Spirit as a blessing in the daily lives of the people to whom the
pastor ministers. Self-understanding, together with sensitivity, openness,
and responsiveness to others, enables God to use the minister more
fully as an instrument of divine love and healing.
TRANSFERENTIAL DISTORTIONS IN
PASTORAL RELATIONSHIPS
WUliam H. McKain, Jr.
Much has been written on transference phenomena; yet, even
from this writer's limited perspective, a significant number of pastors
are seen who find themselves involved in transferential distortions in
pastoral relationships without recognizing the significance of their
involvement, sometimes with conseTuent misfortune. Not atypical is
the experience one pastor reported
As we started the counseling session on this particular
morning it was hard for Mrs. X to express herself. She was
obviously experiencing a great deal of internal resistance.
This was pointed out to her; then, after a period of silence,
with obvious evidence of pain and in a spirit of hopelessness,
she said, I think I'm falling in love with you.
Her pain was no more severe than my fear, and I could only
hope the anxiety I felt inside was not outwardly visible.
4uickly thoughts went through my mind about the inappro-
priateness of the situation; yet, this woman was obviously
very serious. The situation became even more serious when
I reminded myself that she had already made one very
earnest attempt to destroy herself, failing only because of
God's grace. I remember vaguely praying for the presence
of that grace again that this woman might be helped in what
seemed to be another impossible situation.
The phenomenon of transference was first defined because of
similar incidents in the experiences of both Breuer and Freud. Breuer
was so threatened by the situation᪽and understandably so᪽that
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he severed his counseling relationship with the particular patient
involved and vowed such circumstances would never again arise. Freud
was no less taken aback, but his scientific bent overrode his anxiety and
he began to explore this unexpected phenomenon. He subseTuently
defined transference and later came to see it as an important thera
peutic aid.
It is unfortunate that transference was first recognized in the field
of psychoanalysis and became its maMor therapeutic tool. The conse
Tuence has been that discussion of transferential distortions has been
rather limited to the field of psychoanalysis. In time, however, it was
recognized that transference reactions and distortions may take place
in almost any dimension of person to persons, person to institutions,
person to animal, and person to thing relationship.
Only in recent years has attention been given to transference in
pastoral relationships. Apparently the thinking has been that the pastor
should not be involved in the kind of intimate relationship where in
tense transferential distortions might occur, so there was no need to
discuss the matter.
Nevertheless, the fact is that transferential distortions do occur
in pastoral relationships, even the more casual, and they deserve
attention. Pattison warns
We can observe in everyday Ufe that people misinterpret
each other and distort ordinary communications in seem
ingly absurd fashions. But these distortions are no laughing
matter when a wife misinterprets why her husband came
home late, or when the soprano takes the choir director's
suggestions as a personal insult. Such distortions are omni
present in the personal encounter of pastoral care, particular
ly so because the pastor is dealing with acute crises and
emotionally charged situations.'
There is no Tuestion but what the more intense states of trans
ference, bordering on what Freud termed transference neurosis as
opposed to the milder transference reacfion, also take place in
pastoral relationships. The case cited at the beginning approached that
intensity.
In time another phenomenon known as countertransference
was recognized. Freud began to observe feelings within the analyst
which arose as a result of the patient's influence on the analyst's un
conscious feelings. The term countertransference is a bit ambiguous,
for the prefix counter infers a reacfion to the transference feelings of
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the counselee when in fact the term means a reaction to the whole per
son, not Must a response to his transference feelings.
Considering all these factors, it becomes apparent that the pastor
needs a comprehensive definition of the phenomena. Bellwood's defi
nition seems most appropriate
Transference is a psychological bond between people in
which one person's reaction in a current relationship is
influenced by his former relationship patterns to significant
persons rather than by the stimuh present in the context of
the current relationship. The situation is reversed in the case
of counter-transference. That is, when the second person's
reaction to the first person in the same relationship is also
influenced by his former relationship patterns to significant
persons rather than by the stimuH in the present context, he
is involved in counter-transference. Both phenomena may
occur wherever interpersonal relationships are present, and
they are always irrational or inappropriate responses. They
may be either positive or negative, or carry both positive
and negative implications at the same time.
It should be noted that not all writers agree with the significance
of transferential distortions implied in this definition. Rollo May, for
example, sees the contemporary relationship and its existential factors
as eTually or even more important than past relationships. Others, such
as . Hobart Mowrer and Jay Adams, suggest that transference will not
exist under proper circumstances, and if it does it should be Tuickly
nipped in the bud. Nevertheless, transference is seen in a variety of cir
cumstances with varying intensity, and every pastor should be able to
identify transferential distortions and deal with them appropriately.
Concerning dynamics and identification, transferential distortions
arise out of some former relationship between the person experiencing
those feelings and a former significant person in his Hfe. That significant
person is often a parent or sibling, but may be any important person.
The former relationship is important because of some connected
conflictual factor. The conflict may involve an unmet need, hyper-
gratification, or loss. Whatever the nature of the archaic activity, it is
repeated as a defense, a solution, or as a later effort to fulfill an unmet
need in a different situation involving a different obMect. The process
may include a series of displacements involving several obMect relations;
in this case patterns of behavior are established which often significantly
determine how that person reacts toward others. Such would be a factor
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in Eric Berne's understanding of a life script.
Pastoral relationships are especially significant when we begin to
consider the obMect upon which the transference affect is displaced. The
new obMect may be a new significant person, an animal, an institution, or
even indeed an inanimate obMect. However, some obMects are more sus
ceptible recipients of transference affect than others. Physicians, dentists,
lawyers, teachers, and similar professional persons are recognized as likely
candidates. Churches, brotherhood and fellowship organizations, one's
alma mater, and the armed services are examples of institutions that
serve as new obMects.
The pastor, though, is a uniTue candidate. Consider the way he is
addressed Father, Reverend, Pastor,᪽all paternal associations.
Leading in worship he sometimes wears a robe, a feminine-type garb
which suggests a maternal image. Add to these images his role as Mudge,
moralist, and authority figure. Yet, there are still other considerations.
In the course of his ministry he is often involved in very close inter
personal relationships, often highly emotionally charged, which certainly
contribute to his potential as a powerful transference obMect. And, the
opportunities for these relationships are broad. They may occur between
the pastor and a parishioner individually, with a parishioner in a group,
with two or more parishioners in a group, between the minister's wife
and parishioners, between fellow ministers, and most certainly in the
structured counseling situation.
These factors can be a boon to the pastor. As Clinebell suggests,
Because of the richness of his transference image as a clergyman, and
the depth symbols of religion, he has uniTue assets as a depth
therapist.A On the other hand, the richness of the image can be Satan's
snare for the pastor who finds himself trapped in a neurotic love affair
or who finds himself reacting without understanding and inappropriately
to negative transference feelings.
Greenson suggests general characteristics about transference dis
tortions which are helpful in identification inappropriate; by and
large intense; ambivalent; capricious, that is inconstant, erratic and
whimsical, and yet tenacious along with their capricious nature. In
terms of affect, the positive transference distortions are characterized
by feelings of love, fondness, trust, amorousness, liking, concern, devo
tion, admirafion, infatuation, passion, hunger, yearning, tenderness, or
respect. As these terms suggest, they may or may not be of an erotic
nature. The feelings of negative transference may be those of hatred,
anger, hostility, mistrust, abhorrence, aversion, loathing, resentment,
bitterness, envy, dislike, contempt, annoyance.
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These various feeUngs may be manifested by the parishioner,
particularly the counselee, in freTuent reTuests for individual attention
or for counseling outside the time or place of the regularly structured
counseling, situation; inappropriate response, positive or negative, to
routine pastoral work; demands that the pastor resolve the parishioner's
personal problems or make his personal decisions; failure to keep appoint
ments or fulfill obligations, or, overzealous efforts to perform tasks
likely to please the pastor; and, repeated instances when the parishioner
dreams about the pastor .
Godin Usts indicators by which the pastor may suspect he is ex
periencing transferential distortions toward the parishioner.
I should suspect myself of displaying a tendency toward the
transferential aspect of a counselor-counselee relationship if 
feel uneasy, sad, or depressed, or, on the contrary, elated, enthusi
astic, or excited about the counselee;
experience sudden waves of enthusiasm or boredom during our
meetings;
have long, impassioned arguments with him;
feel worried by his reproaches or his criticism;
derive enormous conscious pleasure from his congratulations, his
signs of satisfaction, gratitude, or affection;
am incapable of refusing to adopt the expected attitude e.g.,
reassurance, praise, encouragement, friendship;
steer the conversation away from certain subMects which he brings
up e.g., death, sexual experience, money;
maintain a continuous dependence in the counseling relationship,
especially by the constant use of reassuring words and phrases;
encourage the counselee in his aggressive self-release from a rela
tionship against which he is rebelling e.g., against his family,
his wife, or his employer;
feel obliged to help him by interfering in the details of his daily
life, by taking the initiative in his place e.g., telephoning
the doctor or by easily resolving problems by the use of per
sonal influence;
am careless about the practical details of our meetings or take
unusual pains over them e.g., punctuality, choice of room,
arrangements for the next meeting;
make a point of discussing his case with my colleagues,
emphasizing his importance, his merits, or his personality;
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talk about him in an ironic or cynical manner;
worry continually about the successful outcome of his case, about
whether he is following my advice, and about keeping in contact
contact with him;
dream about the counselee.6
The importance of handling transference distortions appropriately
becomes apparent when one considers some of the stakes perhaps the
well-being of one or more persons, the security of a marriage, the life of
a church, maybe even a life itself.
The psychoanalyst has traditionally seen transference as a thera
peutic aid, and his extensive supervised training and personal psycho
therapy have prepared him to deal with the phenomena. But, even if
the pastor ascribed to the therapeutic value of the development of the
transference phenomena in counseling, most have not had personal
psychotherapy or extensive supervised training. Thus, though he may be
a rich transference figure, he is less likely to be apt at recognizing and
handling transference. This suggests that the average pastor needs to be
trained to deal more constructively with transference. Because the aver
age pastor lacks this training, many, including Clinebell,A warn against
getting involved in those kinds of counsehng situations where intense
tranferential distortions are likely to develop.
However, even though he complies with the foregoing warnings,
the average active pastor, and particularly the counseling pastor, will
inevitably find himself involved in an intense transferential relationship.
Little has been written to guide him inhandhngthe situation.
How he deals with transference phenomena will be determined by
his own experience and his theoretical stance. Some options and guide
lines have been suggested
. It is highly Tuestionable that the pastor should ever con
sciously try to promote transference. This is not to discount his concern
for rapport and mutual regard necessary to any helping relationship.
2. However, if transference develops and the pastor is aware
of its existence, one option is to focus on the conscious feelings of the
present and not attempt to interpret the meaning of the transferential
distortion to the counselee. Or, if he does attempt interpretation, he
may do so as Jay Adams would suggest, within a contemporary context
which sees most transference phenomena as inappropriate because they
are sinful. This writer views the latter as reflecting a very constricted
view of transferential distortions.
. If transference persists, or counter-transference develops and
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cannot be dealt with obMectively, the pastor may have to take steps to
check the distortions. This can be accomplished by shortening meeting
times and making them less freTuent, refusing special favors, confin
ing counseling contacts to scheduled sessions, refusing to counsel by
telephone or correspondence, and letting the counselee know the
counselor is aware of the transference aspect of their relationship. If
the transference or counter-transference still persists, referral may be in
order.
. Assuming that the pastor sees the interpretation of trans
ferential distortions as a possible aid to the counseling process and the
ability to do so is within the realm of his experience, he still may
determine not to deal with less intense tranferential distortions by
interpreting them to the counselee. On the other hand, if they are
intense and persist he may conclude that an interpretation of their
existence and meaning could be helpful. The premise is that through
the process of interpretation the parishioner may gain some insight into
the archaic nature of his behavior, the inappropriateness of his
behavior, and perhaps even clues as to the unmet need or conflict
which has influenced his pattern of reaction. It is anticipated that these
insights will then enable the parishioner to deal with his feelings in a
manner appropriate to his present life circumstances. This is the pre
supposition behind all insight therapy.
. Godin suggests that in additon to an explicit reference and
interpretation of the transferential distortions, the pastor may put them
to religious use.  By this he infers that there is an ambiguity about
many of the feelings we have as we grow toward maturity, and it is
natural for us to feel dependent, insecure, guilty, or child-like in our
relationships both toward God and toward important persons in our lives.
However, we often do not sort out our obMects appropriately. Conse
Tuently, there may be opportunity for the pastor to help the parishioner
resolve some of the ambiguity and transfer appropriate feelings to God.
There is merit in this idea and there may be opportunity for the
counselee to discover ultimate meaning in relating to the One who
invited us to cast all our care upon Him-the One whose yoke is easy and
whose burden is light.
6. Finally, it is important that the pastor and his wife be well
adMusted themselves so they can recognize transference phenomena;
they would not react inappropriately, but rather could identify the
transferred nature of the circumstances. It also follows that well adMusted
pastors and their wives will be less likely to introduce their own un-
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conscious needs into their interpersonal relationships and get involved
in the so-called counter-transference.
The threats of transferential distortions are not to be denied.
They are complex, powerful, and seemingly ubiTuitous. Every pastor is
obligated to learn to understand them, to recognize them in his parish
ioners and himself, and to decide according to his theoretical position
and experience what he will do about them. To ignore transferential
distortions may at the least make him less effective as a minister, and at
the most may mean a wrecked life, a wrecked family, or maybe a
wrecked church.
. E. Mansell Pattison, 'Transference and Countertransference in
Pastoral Care, The Journal of Pastoral Care Winter, 6,
XIX, .
2. Lester Raymond Bellwood, Transference Phenomena in Pastoral
Work unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Boston University, 62,
p. .
. Howard J. Clinebell, Jr., Basic Types of Pastoral Counseling
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 Abingdon Press, 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, p. 2.
. Ralph R. Greenson, The TechniTue and Practice of Psycho
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New York International Universities Press, Inc. 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,
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BOOK REVIEWS
Selections From E. Stanley Jones Christ And Human Need, compiled
by Eunice Jones Mathews and James K. Mathews. Nashville Abingdon,
. 2 pages. ..
The Christian world will be forever indebted to E. Stanley Jones-
missionary, evangelist, world traveler, lecturer, author of twenty-six
books. He has been described as the greatest Christian missionary
since St. Paul. His love for his Saviour led thousands to Christ and
his ministry through his books has reached millions. His books have
been translated into eighteen languages as well as set in braille.
Abundant Living is approaching the one million mark in sales.
The present volume has been compiled by Dr. Jones' daughter and
son-in-law᪽Eunice Jones Mathews, who often served as her father's
secretary, and as editor of more than half his books; and James K.
Mathews, a bishop of The United Methodist Church with episcopal
residence in Washington, D. C.
Carefully selecting more than five hundred citations from the best of
Dr. Jones' writings, the compilers have arranged them under twenty-
eight topical headings. The topics embrace a wide range of subMects,
including Jesus Christ, the Kingdom of God, the Holy Spirit, the Church,
Christian Unity, Human Suffering, the Cross, the Gospel, EvangeUsm,
Conversion, Surrender, Prayer, The Sermon on the Mount, and the
Heart of Man.
The compilers had several meaningful purposes in mind in the
preparation of this volume  to introduce new persons to the
writings of E. Stanley Jones; 2 to help preachers understand the con
temporary scene and the relevance of the Gospel to it;  to help
missionaries in their demanding responsibilities;  to assist laymen
in their personal grasp of faith and in communicating with others
 to help theologians particularly in the area of Christology; 6
present selections that are invitational, soliciting response, participation,
involvement in new life in Christ.
This reviewer has been a life-time student of the writings of E. Stan
ley Jones, who influenced tremendously his entire ministry. His
personal friendship with Dr. Jones made reading the book an even more
rewarding experience.
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The volume is an impressive summary of both the spirit and the
content of the writings of a magnificent Christian whose life and
ministry continue to be a thrilling spiritual odyssey. In the reading
of this compilation of selections, the reviewer senses anew that
Christianity is related vitally to every issue and problem in human
existence. This volume is indeed a refresher course in the relevance
of the Gospel.
Frank Bateman Stanger
Baptism in the Holy Spirit, by James D. G. Dunn. Naperville, Illinois
Allenson, . 2 pages. ..
This important study on an important subMect is one of a series in
Studies in BibUcal Theology, edited by C. F. D. Moule and others.
Dunn studied under Moule at Cambridge, and the present paperback
volume is a revision of his doctoral dissertation. In this volume of 2
pages is an intensive and competent study of the New Testament
concerning the doctrine of the baptism of the Holy Spirit. The author
has in mind not only the New Testament but Pentecostalism and
Sacramentarianism as well. He differs from both the latter concepts,
insisting that the important thing in the sacraments is the work of the
Spirit in the believer, rather than the outward form, whether of baptism,
laying on of hands, or confirmation. As to the Pentecostal people, he
argues against a second crisis experience subseTuent to conversion.
With the possible exception of the Johannine literature, he is convinced
that the baptism of the Holy Spirit is not subseTuent to conversion
but coincident with it. To avoid the ambiguity of baptism, he prefers
the term conversion-initiation to describe the Christian's introduction
to Christ and incorporation into the Church.
His method is to review the New Testament book by book constantly
interacting between what he understands to be the bibhcal teaching
and the interpretations by the Sacramentarians on the one hand, and
the Pentecostals on the other. He examines the Synoptic Gospels for
the baptism of John and the baptism of Jesus by John. In the Book
of Acts he goes into much longer treatment, followed by the Letters
of Paul. The Gospel and Letters of John are examined in detail and
this is followed by a review of Hebrews and Peter, The whole is meticu-
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lously documented by sources which reflect a wide spectrum of bibhcal
research, especially in German and in English. As against the Sacramen
tarians, he is convinced that Protestantism is right in separating the work
of the Spirit from the application of water, though they may indeed
occur simultaneously. He correctly insists that, in order to build a
valid bibhcal theology, one must not assume that all the Bible writers
use the same thought patterns, but rather that each author must be
examined separately to find his distinctive contribution; only then
should one attempt to put the whole together. The Book of Acts
which is the chief source of Pentecostal doctrine receives special
attention. Ignoring references in the Gospel of John which would
indicate that the disciples were then Christians John ; ; and
222 and also the statement in Luke that their names are written
in heaven Luke 2, he argues that they were not Christians until
the day of Pentecost.
Dunn compares the situation at Pentecost to the occasion of Jesus'
baptism at which time new dispensations were experienced. The
bapfism ofJesus was a watershed between the Old and New Testaments,
while Pentecost marked the initiation for the disciples. The new age
did not begin until Pentecost. The ten-day interval between the ascen
sion and Pentecost marks the interval between the two dispensations.
There were no Christians before Pentecost, he argues, and Pentecost,
as history, will never be repeated. It is repeated, however, in the life
of everyone who becomes a Christian. He plays down the ministry
of the Spirit as giving power for witnessing, but insists that the central
thing was initiation of the Church as such. In this he seems to have the
main thrust of Luke's account.
From the experience of believers at Samaria, he argues that though
they were believers, they were still not Christians because they did not
have the Spirit until Peter and John prayed for them. He does not ex
plain why they did not receive the Spirit when they beheved and why
it was necessary for Paul and for Peter and John to follow up the work
of Philip. Thus he differs from Bruner who believes the Samaritans
were believers at Philip's preaching but that the visit of the apostles was
necessary to bridge the gap caused by centuries of animosity and to
dramatize their incorporation into the Christian Church. The treatmentof John is limited ahnost entirely to the alleged link between water and
Spirit in John -, and ignores ahnost entirely the teaching concern-
mg the Paraclete. He beUeves the Fourth Gospel was written to warn
agamst eTuating the work of the Spirit and the outward symbolism
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Dunn is surprised that Paul does not link baptism with resurrection,
apparently overlooking Colossians - and similar passages in Ephe-
sians.
After examining the important passage used against Pentecostalism
Corinthians 2 his discussion turns upon the prepositions by or in.
He is convinced that the passage concerns a conversion-initiation
experience, which is probably correct. But he is probably incorrect in
linking this passage with others in which the baptism of the Spirit is
mentioned, and in failing to note their respective contexts. In this
instance, where the emphasis is upon the unity, it is well to remember
that baptize has a variety of meanings including the baptism with fire.
So it is unsound to assume that Paul means here precisely what is meant
elsewhere in the Lucan records.
Dunn is Tuite thorough in what he does, but he omits important
segments by limiting his attention almost entirely to the issue of
conversion-initiation. Approaching it from a dispensationalist point of
view, rather than from an inductive approach, militates against the
effectiveness of his presentation. George A. Turner
Revolution in Rome, by David F. Wells. Downers Grove, Illinois
Inter-Varsity Press, 2.  pages. ..
John R. W. Stott, in the Foreword, says, People who blink their
eyes in astonishment that there could ever be a change in a changeless
church should study Revolution in Rome. Dr. Wells seeks to present
an impartial account of contemporary movements in the Church of
Rome. The documents of Vatican II are allowed to speak both for
themselves and as they are interpreted by progressive spokesmen of
'The New Catholicism. The author is sensitive to the Tuandary in
which many Catholics now find themselves. He sees conservatives
and progressives, traditionalists and radicals engaged in a fierce power
contest. The book ends with an appeal to us to 'speak the truth in love.'
The spirit of the writer throughout is a first-class example in point.
Some chapter headings Rome's Divided Mind; Authority, Inward or
Outward; The Church, the People or the Pope; Mary, an Unresolved
Problem.
James D. Robertson
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Christian Faith and Modem Theology, edited by Carl F. H. Henry.
Grand Rapids Baker, . 26 pages. ., pb.
This is a reprint of a book which first appeared in 6. It is com
posed of twenty essays written by well-known evangelical scholars. The
avowed purpose of these essays is to reassert the claims of orthodox,
evangelical doctrine in the face of the various alternatives proposed by
modern theology. The book is fourth in a series devoted to contemporary
evangelical theology. Revelation and the Bible is perhaps the most
widely known volume in the series.
The initial three chapters survey European, British, and American
theology in the twentieth century. The remaining essays are organized
along the lines of systematic theology, moving from the doctrine of God
to the doctrine of last things. This last chapter was authored by Dr.
Harold B. Kuhn. Along the way each of the maMor topics of systematics
is dealt with. This format insures a completeness for the work which is
one of its significant virtues.
Those of the Wesleyan-Arminian persuasion will be disappointed
to note that with the exception of Dr. Kuhn, all the contributors are
from Reformed or Lutheran backgrounds. This is especially noticeable
in the treatments of the Holy Spirit and Sanctification. However, it
should be noted that Dr. Warren C. Young, author of the chapter on
Sanctification, at least deals with Perfectionism and that in reasonably
non-peMorative terms.
That modern theology whose alternatives are most widely consid
ered in this book is neo-orthodoxy, and in these fast-moving times some
of that theology is passe'. However, by and large, this book will be highly
useful for those, especially pastors, who seek a rehable digest of current
theology proMected on the backdrop of a ringing pronouncement of
Reformed, Protestant Orthodoxy.
John N. Oswalt
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River of Life, by James S. Stewart. Nashville Abingdon, 2. 6
pages. ..
The Wind of the Spirit Abingdon, 2 was good. This book of
sermons is even better. Stewart is a master a master in the use of lan
guage, a master in painting pictures both large and small, a master in
treating spiritual truth. One simply cannot read him without being lifted
to a whole new level of faith and inspiration.
Dr. Stewart, perhaps today's leading English-speaking preacher, is
biblical through and through. He makes the Bible live by a rich and
varied employment of the human imagination. And even more important,
these sermons are not Must enMoyable essays characterized by creative
language; they are far more. They come to grips with human hurts in the
crucible of life.
If Stewart's mastered skills tend to discourage the conscientious
preacher, let him remember that models must be well ahead of him;
otherwise, no challenge for the far reach confronts him. These sermons
cannot be read without that kind of challenge the content of inspira
tion is almost overwhelming-the heart beats faster and the brain is
thoroughly stimulated; neither can the reader absorb himself in these
studies without learning true preaching makes one grow and adds to his
store of useable information; the preacher cannot see these sermonic
essays without meeting God᪽He is right there in language, literature, and
life.
The busy minister will not only find himself renewed in these
cool, clear waters; he will also discover fresh perspectives of truth for
his own preaching. Sermon XVI, Seeing the Invisible, will give him
new thoughts for All Saints Sunday; and Sermon XV, Expect Great
Things From God, will feed his mind in preparation for a church
anniversary sermon.
But one caution American congregations may grow restive with
much literary allusion and Tuotation, though there is less here than in
Wind of the Spirit.
Donald E. Demaray
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Jesus the Messiah An Illustrated Life of Christ, by Donald Guthrie.
Grand Rapids =ondervan, 2. 6 pages. 6..
Readers familiar with the works of Professor Guthrie will find
no surprises in this book by one of the leading evangehcal New Testa
ment scholars of our day. In an earlier book which also dealt with the
life of Jesus, A Shorter Life of Christ, some of the critical problems
relating to the historicity of the Gospels were investigated. Jesus the
Messiah is not a book which deals further with the same problems.
Its perspective is entirely different. Rather than attempt to approach
the problems involved, this book views the subMect in another vein.
It is assumed that to trace the development of Jesus' awareness of
His messiahship is impossible. Professor Guthrie also concedes that
this is no life of Jesus in a biographical sense. This is a book written
for the non-speciahst for the express purpose of presenting ... an
account of Jesus from the perspective of faith. It sees in His deeds and
words evidence of the truth ofHis own claims and of the firm convictions
of the early Christians.
This account of the life of Jesus, however, is not merely a patch
work Tuilt or a composite picture of the Hfe of Jesus taken from the
Gospels. It is a readable narrative which attempts to follow as much
as possible the order of the Gospels. Yet Professor Guthrie goes beyond
mere narration when, for example, he makes contemporary apphcation
of the forgiveness mentioned in Matthew 2-2
The spiritual application was not left to conMecture, but Jesus
pronounced, 'So also my heavenly Father will do to every one of
you, if you do not forgive your brother from your heart.' Such
forgiveness is urgently needed in human relationships. It challenges
the modern world both individually and nationally. It is easier to
receive forgiveness than to show it, and those unwilling to forgive
others revoke their own right to be forgiven. No wonder Jesus
included in His pattern prayer the words, 'Forgive us our debts,
as we also have forgiven our debtors.'
This book, principally devotional in nature, is divided into sections
so that it can be read daily for a period of six months. It also has both
a scripture and a subMect index.
Loal C. Ames
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The Teacher's Bible Commentary, edited by H. Franklin Paschal and
Herschel H. Hobbs. Nashville Broadman, 2.  pages. 2..
The Teacher's Bible Commentary had its origin in a reTuest from
the Southern Baptist Convention to its Sunday School Board in 6 to
prepare a one-volume commentary on the Bible. The proMect was under
taken in 6 and completed three years later.
Why produce a new commentary on the Bible, in view of the
many one-volume commentaries already on the market" The editors
and publishers of this commentary are convinced of the need of a
commentary aimed at the real needs of lay Bible students and teachers.
The editors are H. Franklin Paschal, pastor of First Baptist
Church, Nashville, Tennessee, and Herschel H. Hobbs, recently-retired
pastor of First Baptist Church, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Twenty-two
other writers, all of them Southern Baptists, Moined the editors in
making this commentary possible.
All the writers in this volume are fully committed to the uniTue
authority and rehability of the Bible as the Word of God. All are
highly Tualified by study and experience as interpreters of the Bible.
In addition, all are widely known for their ability to teach biblical
materials effectively to lay people. So far as the editors can determine.
The Teacher's Bible Commentary is the first book of its kind ever
prepared with the direct help of Sunday School teachers. It seeks to
answer the actual Tuestions that lay readers have about the meaning
of the Bible.
Writers worked with Sunday School teachers in two ways. First,
they secured Tuestions from teachers concerning the passages assigned.
Then they submitted their finished manuscripts to teachers to be
examined for clarity and completeness.
There is a distinct approach to discussing the biblical sections
contained in this volume. For each section there is first a brief summary
of the main content or purpose of the message. Following this is a dis
cussion of special points᪽problems in the meaning of particular words,
concepts, events, customs. Finally, for many passages there is an
application to Christian living today. Thus this commentary attempts
to concentrate on the highlights of the biblical message.
Frank Bateman Stanger
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Meet the Prophets, by Eugene Skelton. Nashville Broadman, 2.
6 pages. ..
This book is composed of appreciations of twelve of the Hebrew
prophets. The author attempts to combine the elements of historical
background, life, and message through the use of first person address.
In each case the prophet, or a close associate, tells the prophet's story.
Missing are Isaiah and six of the Minor Prophets whose works are perhaps
not so well suited to this type of exposition.
Originally preached as sermons by Mr. Skelton, the essays have
a directness and a freshness which make them appealing introductions
to the prophetic books. The book will be especially useful to lay
people who hear the Hebrew prophets much extolled, but, lacking
historical and geographical perspectives, are unable to understand the
prophets when they read them. This is less true of the chapters on
Samuel, EliMah, and Elisha, where reading of the straightforward
biblical narrative will convey the same material in a more gripping
fashion.
Although there is Httle of theological meat here, the book can
answer a significant need in the local church.
John N. Oswalt
Jerusalem to Rome, by Homer A. Kent, Jr. New Testament Studies
Studies in Acts. Grand Rapids Baker, 2. 22 pages. ..
This carefully written study guide is designed for group or personal
Bible study. The seTuence of events in the Book of Acts is followed,
and after each segment there are Tuestions for discussion which help
the reader to review the chapter that he has Must completed. It is
pubhshed Mointly by the Brethren Missionary Herald and Baker Book
House. Photographs are clear and wisely chosen to illustrate the text.
Outline maps also are helpful. The author's concern is with history
rather than theology, though the theological perspective does occasion
ally come through. For example, in discussing the conversion of the
Samaritans, the author may be accused of inconsistency in stating that
the Samaritans were Christians after beheving in Philip's message, yet
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did not receive the Spirit until the arrival of Paul, Peter, and John.
He explains this not as the result of a second blessing, but rather,
that the apostles' presence was essential to demonstrate the unity
between Jews and Samaritans who were now both in Christ. Thus
the experience of the Samaritans would be an exception to the general
pattern in which the coming of the Spirit is coincident with Christian
conversion. Similarly they conclude that the disciples whom Paul
met at Antioch were not Christian at all until Paul met and prayed for
them. The author is more content with presenting different points of
view than with proMecting his own. He apparently believes that the
tongues expressed at Pentecost differ from those at Corinth in that the
latter were unintelligible except through an interpreter. Although Kent
does not say so specifically, to be consistent he would have to say that
the disciples who were baptized with the Holy Spirit at Pentecost were
not Christians prior to that time, even though they were disciples of
Jesus. The volume includes a brief but very well selected bibliography.
All told it makes a significant contribution to the study of the Book of
Acts.
George A. Turner
Jerusalem, by G. Frederick Owen. Kansas City, Missouri Beacon Hill,
2.  pages. ..
This volume, including an introduction by news commentator and
traveler, Lowell Thomas, is primarily a description of the Holy City.
The author is well known for his three-dimensional maps of Palestine
and Jerusalem, his book on the history of Palestine entitled From Abra
ham to Allenby, and other articles on the subMect of The Holy Land.
This volume is a popular and easily readable survey of the city's
checkered history. After a brief resume' of its history, the author
describes successively Jerusalem's valleys, hills, walls, gates, and streets.
There is a short survey also of the historic sites around Jerusalem,
including the Mount of Olives and a statement of the situation in
Jerusalem today. Special attention is given to the Temple of Solomon
and the recapture of Jerusalem by the British after four centuries of
Turkish rule. Although not meticulously documented, the author
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reflects a wide acTuaintance with the city's complex history and geogra
phy. The informed reader will not discover much that is new, but the
book is helpful by placing this very complex material in a straight
forward and readable form, avoiding technicahties which do not
concern the average reader.
This reviewer noted exceptionally few errors in the volume;
but no longer is the Wailing Wall above a narrow, ninety-foot long
stone-paved courtyard p. 6. Elsewhere, however, it is noted that
since 6 this area has been greatly enlarged by the removal of the
medieval stone dwelling places. It is also doubtful that a Moslem
conTueror, Omar, in 6 entered the city through the Joppa gate since
it was on the Mount of Olives that he first met the Greek patriarch
who brought to him the offer of surrender. Finally, the MosTue of
Omar was not built on the Temple site but rather east of the Holy
Sepulchre pp. 2, 6. Owen knows, of course, that the present
Dome of the Rock is not the MosTue of Omar p. .
The reader is spared the more sordid phases of the city's history
and the overall impression is the true one, namely that Jerusalem, in
spite of its having persecuted the prophets, is one of the world's
most intriguing cities and understandably the city of pilgrimage and
hope. Jerusalem is a welcome addition to the many volumes on the
city sacred to three world faiths.
George A. Turner
Jesus And His Teachings, by Fred L. Fisher. Nashville Broadman,
2.  pages. ..
Since 2, Dr. Fisher has been professor of New Testament
interpretation at Golden Gate Baptist Seminary, Mill Valley, California.
Born in Kansas, he did his undergraduate work at Oklahoma Baptist
University. He completed his ThM. and Th.D. work at Southwestern
Baptist Seminary.
Dr. Fisher literally states his main thesis, that the Gospels
transmit the substance of the life and teachings of Jesus reliably . . .
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The Gospels do preserve a true understanding of Jesus as he 'really'
was. Jesus' teachings are presented in three areas the kingdom
of God, the teaching about God, and the meaning of discipleship.
In handling his thesis, the author presents the views of a
number of schools of thought. The churchman is able to feel
the tension in these areas resulting from the differing views. Dr. Fisher's
treatment of Christ's teaching about the kingdom of God is worth the
purchase price of the book.
Some Tuestion should be raised at the point of Dr. Fisher's
treatment of the importance of history in assessing the rehability
of scripture. The author opts for a substantial trustworthiness
of scripture, i.e., trustworthiness as to the substance of what is
reported. This view reTuires a distinction between essential historical
facts and non-essential historical facts. While the author is able
easily to draw a line between the two, it seems safe to suggest that
there would not be widespread agreement with his conclusions, even in
light of his arguments, since subMectivity is so operative at this point.
One of the important Tuestions this book raises, is whether
or not it is necessary to give as much ground on historical reliability as
Dr. Fisher does. If not, then Dr. Fisher's book does not give the trust
worthiness of scripture the potential strength it has as a historically
accurate book.
This work will benefit those who are trying to work through
the problem of reliability and trustworthiness of scripture. It is an asset
to the field of New Testament criticism.
Harold B. Kuhn
Romans Exposition of Chapter , by D. M. Lloyd-Jones. Grand
Rapids =ondervan, 2. 22 pages. ..
This volume consists of 26 sermons, largely verse-by-verse exposi
tions, on what is perhaps the key chapter to Paul's Epistle to the Romans.
Two of the maMor themes relating to the Christian life are dealt with
throughout assurance of salvation and union with Christ. Topics
discussed include Peace with God, Characteristics of True and False
Peace, The Holy Spirit and Assurance, Boldness and Assurance, and
Experimental Assurance of God's Love.
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This is no doubt the most comprehensive treatment of Romans 
thus far. The author exploits step-by-step Paul's massive reasoning,
reducing it to concrete dimensions. Scholarly insight into biblical
truth is combined with practical implication to make the volume
an excellent example of this particular type of expository preaching.
The author in his detailed treatment of Romans  is careful to relate
the chapter to the epistle as a whole. The forest and the trees are
clearly visible. This is Dr. Lloyd-Jones' second book on Romans.
Both volumes are musts for him who aspires to series preaching on
Romans.
James D. Robertson
New American Standard Bible. Carol Stream, Illinois The Lockman
Foundation, 6-.  pages plus 6 pages, cloth. ..
This volume by the corporation that has sponsored the Amplified
Bible, is motivated by the worthy desire to preserve and even improve
the American Standard Version of the Scriptures. Thus, it is a modern
ization of the American Standard Version of .
Unlike theAmerican Standard Version and all modern translations,
this one follows the King James Version in that every verse is a separate
paragraph. The numbers of the paragraphs, however, are indicated by
boldface type. It is a reference Bible, references being placed on the
outside margins for convenient proximity to the relevant text. In
addition to references to other passages of the Scriptures, the references
include marginal readings or alternate renditions. As in the American
Standard Version, the top of the page provides a summary of the
content below. There is some departure from the phraseology of the
ASV. The term Jehovah is abandoned, and Lord reinstated as in
the King James and the RSV versions. This edition gives attention
to the Greek tenses, especially the aorist and the imperfect. As with
the RSV version, the pronouns thou, thy, and thee are changed
to you, except in language addressed to deity. It differs from other
versions in that personal pronouns are capitalized when referring to
deity. There are numerous minor editorial changes in the text, as for
example, I went unto the prophetess Isaiah  becomes I
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approached the prophetess. Also the euphemism water m ASV
Isaiah 62 becomes urine. In John  the AAew improves
the old one by rendering all things were made as all things came
into being. This expresses a great deal more accurately and clearly
the contrast between this verb and the contrasting one was. The
editor's theological and exegetical acumen is also reflected in I John 
where he that doeth sin becomes the one who practices sin,
thus distinguishing between occasional lapses into sin and habitual
sin.
The book is well bound, handles easily and makes an excellent
study Bible, as well as one for public and private devotions. It is to be
welcomed to the growing number of Bible versions.
George A. Turner
The Pentecostals; The Charismatic Movement in the Churches, by W. J.
Hollcnwcgcr. Minncapohs Augsburg, 6, 2. 2 pages. .
This volume was originally published in German and translated
by R. A. Wilson. It is designed to introduce the Pentecostal Movement
to the rest of the world, particularly to the World Council of Churches.
With characteristic German thoroughness the author presents a picture
of the Pentecostal Movement throughout the world, combining in one
convenient volume information not normally accessible.
The first part of the book discusses the history of Pentecostalism
in North America, South America, Europe, Africa, and Asia. The second
part, dealing with belief and practice, is concerned with the place of the
Bible, the doctrine of the Spirit, miracles, the sacraments, ethics, and
social action based on documentary evidence from the actual churches.
An appendix includes the declarations of faith by the main Pentecostal
bodies of the world. An extensive bibliography of more than thirty
pages adds much to the value of the work. The author, of Presbyterian
background, keeps his own views largely in the background. The result
is a credibly obMective and thorough presentation of Pentecostalism.
Since he writes more from the standpoint of a historian than as theo
logian or exegete, his perspective on doctrine is not subMect to the
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criterion of the Scripture in any decisive manner. This is in line with the
stated purpose of the volume, to describe, explain, not to defend or
attack. The author permits himself to express agreement with the view
that the other tongues of Pentecost and the gift of tongues at Corinth
are essentially the same phenomena as that occurring at the present day
p. 2. He believes that for some, speaking in tongues is an important
psychological release which if denied must be sought in psychiatry.
He also is convinced of the necessity for non-verbal as well as verbal
communication. He considers speaking in tongues as a form of group
therapy. He denies that speaking in tongues is an ecstatic utterance.
With reference to biblical prophecy, he concludes that it is absent from
the contemporary Pentecostal movement.
Credit for the rapid growth of Pentecostalism is attributed to
zeal and enthusiasm. Still, as the author notes, some of the older
Pentecostal assemblies are already cooling off and moving into respect
able middle class society. Of value in the text is the citation of original
Tuotations and other documentary evidence, all of which is a basis for
any theologizing about the movement. The firsthand information it
provides may well be the chief value of the book.
George A. Turner
Abortion The Personal Dilemma, by R. F. R. Gardner. Grand Rapids
Eerdmans, 2. 2 pages. ..
The thorny Tuestion of abortion is drawing forth discussion from
many perspectives and seems to remain largely unresolved, particularly
so far as the essentially Christian dimension is concerned. It is gratify
ing to find a gynecologist who surveys the Tuestion from a Christian
perspective, as R. F. R. Gardner of Sunderland Hospital in northern
England, seeks to do in this volume.
Dr. Gardner writes from the standpoint of a British medical
practitioner. He seeks to cultivate the middle ground which lies between
the extremes of full permissiveness on the one hand, and narrow prohi
bition on the other. Abortion law reform is at least as live a subMect in the
United Kingdom as it is in the United States. Our author sets the
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Tuestion in his nation within the framework of general legislation in
the so-called affluent world; he seeks to draw tentative conclusions
from these nations, particularly from the long years of experimentation
with abortion in Japan.
In his survey of the many facets of the problem in Great Britain,
Dr. Gardner moves from the vantage point of the Abortion Act of
October, 6, to relate the problem to the several social groupings who
concern themselves with the Tuestion. He surveys in series the propo
nents of a permissive stance, the general public will as reflected in
opinion surveys, and the Churches. But he must look to another
source for ethical guidelines which seem adeTuate to him, namely to
Scripture itself.
Throughout the volume, the Tuestion is constantly raised What is
the status of the unborn child in relation to personhood" The Tuery is
approached from many points of view, but always with three factors
in view the unborn child, the parents, and the social order. It is clear
from Dr. Gardner's reasoning that his conclusions are in some measure
shaped by his experiences as a medical man with the waste which is
involved in the normal course of the reproductive process, such as the
unnoticed spontaneous abortions, the number of defective fetuses which
are discarded by natural process, and the like. This affords him a tough-
minded realism.
He sees as largely determinative for the Tuestion of the licitness,
under certain conditions at least, of induced abortion the Tuestion of
when the unborn child receives from God the full offer of life. This
reviewer has problems with the author's conclusion at this point
p. 26, that only as the newborn child draws its first breath does it
Tualify at this point. Dr. Gardner thus holds that the fetus ought to be
cherished increasingly as it moves along from the zygote stage to the
point of birth, but not as being really a human being prior to the breath
of life as represented by the first gasp of the newborn. One is haunted
by the increasing knowledge of fetal life, and wonders whether so much
weight can be attached to the accident of the first direct intake of
oxygen.
The volume concerns itself with a cluster of problems intimately
related to abortion the socio-economic factor, the Tuestion of the wo
man's right to determine what she does with her body, the pregnant
student, the psychological and physical accompaniments of abortion,
and the malformed fetus. One is impressed by the general Christian
tone of the chapters dealing with these subMects, and by the author's
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personal endorsement of premarital chastity. He leaves the reader with
the impression that abortion is an evil, to be endured only to alleviate a
worse pattern of conseTuences. Moreover, he does not make abortion
a part of the contraceptive package as is the fashion in so many
circles.
His emphasis is upon the removal of the occasions for artificial
termination of pregnancies. He sees this as a two-fold matter first, the
avoidance of premarital sexual congress; and second, the prevention of
unwanted pregnancies within marriage by the serious use of contraceptive
measures. He makes a provisional assessment of retrospective contra
ception the so-called morning after pill. His counsel here is that the
data, physical and ethical, are not all in yet. At this point his advice is
sane let the Christian avoid making hasty Mudgments which commit him
to positions from which genuine ethical concerns may later cause him
to retreat.
The volume abounds in helpful Christian insights. Whether one can
follow the author at all points or not, he cannot fail to derive valuable
insights from the Christian stance which underlies his positions.
Harold B. Kuhn
The Politics of God and the Politics of Man, by JacTues EUul.
Grand Rapids Eerdmans, 2.  pages. ., pb.
JacTues Ellul has been an intriguing figure to Americans for some
years now. He is a member of the Faculty of the University of Bordeaux,
having served earlier as deputy mayor of the city of Bordeaux, and
during World War II as a leader in the French Resistance. Leaving a
political career in , he has been active in the Reformed Church of
France, being a member of the National Synod and of the National
Council, as well as editor of the Mournal Foi et Vie Faith and Life.
The range of his researches is remarkable, including sociology,
history of institutions, and biblical and theological themes. This present
volume falls within the latter rubric, and involves a study of the Second
Book of Kings. In series, he relates the biblical characters, Naaman,
Joram, Hazael, Jehu, Ahaz, Rabshakeh, and Hezekiah, to the politics of
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the contemporary scene. The list includes, of course, kings, prophets,
and military men.
Professor Ellul's genius lies in seeing what most readers miss he
recognizes fully the presence of miracle in the Old Testament, and re
lates much that occurs there to our Lord's life in the most surprising
ways He tends to view the lives of his characters as involving perio
dicities, particularly the periodicty of prophetic aggression and retreat.
He sees the prophet as providing the clue to the meaning of historic
events, particularly as prophet and monarch interact.
Constantly emphasized in the nine divisions of the work seven
chapters, plus an Introduction and a concluding Meditation is the
role of human freedom in the creativity of ongoing history. Emphasis
is also laid upon God's permission of human arrogance, and His tolerance
of the excesses to which this arrogance leads, as belonging to the divine
perspective and purposes. Dr. Ellul is a severe critic of the earlier faith
in inevitable progress; he seeks to correct this in terms of historical
perspective, and chides readers for elevating to the position of law
their puny Mudgments upon human events.
The reader who wishes to find help in traveling in well-worn
grooves will be disappointed in this volume. It appeals rather to the
imaginative, the critical, and the pioneering. There is, too, a pervasive
emphasis upon the motif of the continuing divine Mudgment upon all
the empirical institutions, and upon the uniTueness of the Revelation
which is the special donation to the Church. Add to the above the fact
that the work has a freshness and vigor which one is tempted to attribute
to Gallic incisiveness, and the reader has a volume of unusual challenge.
Harold B. Kuhn
BOOK BRIEFS
ANewBreedofOergy, by Charles Prestwood. Grand Rapids Eerdmans,
2.  pages. ., pb.
Many who attended seminary have not found their way into the
pulpit. Many who entered the ministry as preachers and pastors are
leaving it for positions in social service and in educational institutions.
Disillusionment has produced a new breed of clergy. The author, himself
a 'changeling', explains why, in his opinion, all this has come about. A
realistic, sometimes painful, exposition.
Christ In The Psalms, by John E. Hunter. Grand Rapids =ondervan,
2.  pages. .2, pb.
Psalms For All Seasons, by David Alan Hubbard. Grand Rapids
Eerdmans, . 6 pages. .2, pb.
With this key, finding Jesus in the Psalms, the author leads
us to the discovery of new treasures. The hving Christ grows more
real to us in the setting of these studies of fifteen Psahns.
The second book exposes something of the unrivalled range and
power of expression of the Psalms. From praise to lament, from
petition to complaint, ... all the emotions of the human spirit are
expressed. These thirteen messages will help all sorts and conditions
of men to identify with the Psalms.
The Power of Positive Preaching to the Lost, by John R. Bisagno.
Nashville Broadman, 2. 2 pages. ..
A highly successful pastor-evangehst brings twelve hard-hitting
revival sermons-simple, direct, and evidently preached in the heat of
revival campaigns. There is no compromising the truth in these messages.
The preacher balances grimly realistic exposition of the sins of contem
porary man with a clear and appealing presentation of the way of
salvation.
Book Briefs 
All the Apostles of the Bible, by Herbert Lockyer. Grand Rapids
=ondervan, 2. 2 pages. ..
Another volume in the author's All series of biblical expositions.
Here is a rather comprehensive reference and resource book on the lives
and times of the apostles, presenting evidence relating to the character,
personality, ministry, and uniTue contribution of each apostle, together
with expository notes on the New Testament books written by some
of them.
The Jesus People, Old-Time Religion in the Age of ATuarius, by R. M.
Enroth, E. E. Ericson Jr., C. Breckenridge Peters. Grand Rapids
=ondervan. 2. 2 pages. ..
This is no doubt the most factual account of the Jesus Movement
thus far. Carefully researched and highly readable, it is the first obMective
comprehensive attempt to answer Tuestions raised concerning the Jesus
People. For all the diversity found among them, certain basic tenets are
held in common.
The RSV Handy Concordance. Grand Rapids =ondervan, 2. 
pages. .2, pb.
Although this limited concordance cannot be expected to meet the
needs of everyone, it will prove useful to the average reader. It is
the result of an extensive investigation of ways in which such helps
to Bible study can be made truly reflective of Scripture content.
A Place to Belong, by Robert A. Williams. Grand Rapids =ondervan,
2.  pages. ..
It is the author's conviction that if the church is to be the
living 'community' to which the individual feels he really 'belongs,'
the solution lies in the direction of 'Koinonia The book seeks to set
forth the Spirit of real biblical fellowship. Chapter titles include
The Power of Friendship, The Bridge of Self-exposure, A Christian
Availabihty, and the Need of Creative Silence.
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Preacher Aflame, by Donald E. Demaray. Grand Rapids Baker, 2.
 pages. .2, pb.
The author's excitement about preaching is contagious. Here
the essence of Christian preaching is laid bare. True preaching is
revelation .... The miracle consists of God breaking through by means
of the spoken word p. . This is a truth that preachers need
increasingly to keep at the seat of consciousness. Chapter titles come
in this seTuence I᪽The Incendiary, II-The Communicator, III᪽The
Listener, IV᪽The Expositor.
Pray A Study of Distinctively Christian Praying, by C. P. Whiston.
Grand Rapids Eerdmans, 2.  pages. 2., pb.
After a seven-year study of the place of prayer in the curriculum
and life of seminary students and faculty, the author. Professor Emeritus
at Church Divinity School of the Pacific in Berkeley, decides that
Christians need to be taught to pray. With the aid of a grant from the
Lilly Endowment, and with the cooperation of some sixty seminaries,
he here sets forth the results of his study under these chapter headings
Foundation of Prayer, Facets of Praying, The Relevance of Prayer,
and The Discipline of Prayer.
Satan Is Alive and Well on Planet Earth, by Hal Lindsey with C. C.
Carlson. Grand Rapids =ondervan, 2. 2 pages. 2.2, pb.
This book purports to be an expose of the contemporary Tuest for
supernatural other-world experiences. Are witchcraft and Satan-worship
to be taken seriously" What about Jeanne Dixon, Christian "
spirituahsm, the resurgence of tongues" These and a score of other
epidemics that are erupting and disrupting our society are seen as the
work of Satan, alive and well on planet earth.
Confronting Popular Cults, by M. Thomas Starkes. Nashville Broad
man, 2. 22 pages. ., pb.
In lucid and vivid style, the author presents a rather balanced and
obMective interpretation ofcults such as Mormonism, Jehovah'sWitnesses,
Book Briefs 
Anglo-Israelism and the Armstrongs, Unitarianism-Universalists, and the
Black Muslims. The point of view throughout is that we must under
stand the cults if we are ever to find common ground for communication.
Moreover, they may have something to teach us.
Extremism Left and Right, edited by E. S. West, Jr. Grand Rapids
Eerdmans, 2. 2 pages. 2., pb.
Eight seminary professors deal with the explosive issue of
extremism. Beginning with a discussion of the anatomy of extremism,
and with a brief survey of leading figures among professional extremists,
the study pursues the sources, psychological dimensions and tactics of
extremists. The relationship between extremists and mass media is
followed by a discussion of the role of the gospel in coping with this
phenomenon.
Genesis in Space and Time, by Francis A. Schaeffer. Downers Grove
Inter-Varsity Press, 2. 6 pages. 2.2, pb.
The author challenges the view that Genesis is a collection of
myths, useful for understanding the Hebrew mind, perhaps; but certainly
not a record of actual happenings. Genesis is here presented as a book
of origins᪽the origin of the universe, the origin of life, and the origin of
man. It sees man in his cosmic setting, shows his particular uniTueness,
explains his greatness and his weakness. Without a proper understanding
of the first eleven chapters of Genesis, the author believes we have no
answer to the problems of metaphysics, morals, or epistemology. It
is the aim of this volume to give us this understanding.
The New Compact Topical Bible, compiled by Gary Wharton. Grand
Rapids =ondervan, 2. 6 pages. ..
This volume is a compact edition of The =ondervan Topical
Bible, reputedly the most extensive topical Bible available. All texts
relating to a given subMect are in both editions, listed and organized
in one location. Compared with a concordance, a topical Bible offers
a complete reference to the concepts as well as the words found
 The Asbury Seminarian
throughout the Bible. All Scripture verses, printed in full in the
parent volume, have been deleted here, with only the references given.
The book will be a useful tool for Bible students and teachers.
There's No Other Way, by E. A. Fitzgerald. Nashville and New York
Abingdon, .  pages. ..
The author has no time for the kind of advice that reconmiends
Try God, as one would experiment with a new medicine that might
prove to have therapeutic value. The solution to the perplexing
problems of modern life is to be found in the timeless wisdom of the
Sermon on the Mount᪽not one of the options confronting modern
man, but man's only alternative for survival. Here is life-related
preaching of a high order.
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In the Journals section, back issues of The Asbury Journal will be digitized and so 
made available to a global audience. At the same time, we are excited to be working 
with several faculty members on developing professional, peer-reviewed, online 
journals that would be made freely available. 
Much of this endeavor is made possible by the recent gift of the Kabis III scanner, 
one of the best available. The scanner can produce more than 2,900 pages an hour 
and features a special book cradle that is specifically designed to protect rare and 
fragile materials. The materials it produces will be available in ebook format, easy 
to download and search.
First Fruits Press will enable the library to share scholarly 
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platform to share their own work and engage scholars 
without the difficulties often encountered by 
print publishing. All the material will be freely 
available for online users, while those who 
wish to purchase a print copy for their libraries 
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spread scriptural holiness throughout the world.
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is an online publishing arm of Asbury Theological Seminary. 
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